[Research strategies for the next step of genome-wide association study].
Since 2005, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have yielded an unprecedented number of complex dis-eases/traits-associated variants. Recently, scientists have focused on performing further analysis by utilizing the genome-wide genotyping data to identify more susceptibility genes of complex diseases/traits. Many strategies and methods have been applied in the following GWAS, such as screening other new susceptibility genes/loci for complex diseases/traits, international collaboration and meta-analysis, fine mapping and resequencing, studies on shared susceptibility genes in different diseases, imputation methods, pathway analysis, gene-gene and gene-environment interaction, and epistasis study and so on. The application of these strategies and methods compensates the limitation of the traditional GWAS and provides new insights into genetics basis of complex diseases/traits. We reviewed these strategies and methods, as well as their difficulty and challenge. Meanwhile, we presented a brief framework of GWAS next step to readers.